INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE BUILDS COMMUNITY

Practice active allyship: Educate yourself on how your neighbors may be different from you. Practice kindness and respect when interacting with them. Confront friends when using language or overt ignorance of others.

WHAT IS IT?

It is language that avoids the use of certain expressions or words that might be considered to exclude or be harmful to particular groups of people. There is no othering of people based off their identities.

Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences, and promotes equal opportunities.

What you are comfortable with may be passed someone else’s limit. Be mindful of others!

CONCERNS?

contact the North Hall Directors

RHDs: Kaitlyn Macdonald Alexis Monteiro Derwin Hill
INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE BUILDS COMMUNITY

Your words have weight and power, even if you don’t intend for them to

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Visit the many multicultural centers on campus! Find support in people with overlapping identities with you, or learn to appreciate other diverse experiences!

CONCERNS? contact the North Hall Directors

Attend an event sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion! Calendar below:
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